ONDAMED 
THE ~MC MF~ Method

By Dr. Wolf-Dieter Kessler

Ondamed is a frequency generator to induce resonance in diseased tissue by waves specific to each patient’s complaints. It also detects specific frequencies for each patient to approach microorganism and parasites. As resonance is equivalent to energy uptake, it will definitely improve tissue function as documented by thermography and Segment Electrogram (Kessler et al.) Latently also improvement of the immune response has been documented in 60 mice (Palmer et al.)

The MC (Main Complaint) MF (Main Focus) method is simple. It is most effective. It was introduced first in New York City in October 13, 2006.

Patients, who seek medical help, are usually clearly indicating their main complaint (area).

The therapist is challenged to determine where – at which point – therapy needs to be applied.

Ondamed, and its ~Main Complaint/Main Focus~ method is one key tool that the therapist can use in order to get to the goal of improving tissue function in a patient.

Improved tissue function, as we know, then leads to healing.

To understand the link between MC and MF let us look at one typical case, our prototype today:

Proof of dramatic improvement during and after the ONDAMED therapy documented by:

1. Infrared images (Thermography) before and during ONDAMED therapy. 
   Left lower leg improved. MC
2. Computerized Segment Electrogram (SEG) before and after therapy.
Left thorax improved. MF

Subjectively the patient felt astonishingly better the next day.

So what did we do?

1. The ~Main Complaint~ area (the right lower leg) was known.

2. We found the two optimal frequencies – right and left radial pulse – using ONDAMED and the patient`s pulse reaction. This simple procedure must be learnt. Other than Electroacupuncture for instance, the testing of the patient`s pulse reaction, can be learnt in a few days.

3. Scanning of the patient`s body with these two frequencies detected several abnormal areas: frontal sinuses, neck, heart, lumbal area, and left kidney including the right lower leg - the main complaint area.

4. Then we applied the same two frequencies to the found foci. Beginning ONDAMED wave application from head to toe, we also checked, whether the pulse reaction over the main complaint area – the right lower leg – would go away. It only went away while we were applying frequencies to the heart area. Consequently we called the heart area ~Main Focus~.

The Main Focus is that area, which would normalize the pulse over the Main Complaint area. Simultaneously the pulse reaction would cease over all the other foci.

This finding is also relating to the Chinese Acupuncture System, it seems to be crucial to choose a specific point in order to initiate healing. ONDAMED and the simple pulse test provide fast and accurate access to the energetic link between the ~Main Complaint/Main Focus~ areas.

As documented in a study on 52 cases, instant improvement is felt by the patient using this method.
It is believed that the Main Focus is draining energy from the Main Complaint Area. Often the Main Complaint Area is presenting pain. Pain has been classified as “the cry of the tissue for energy” (R. Voll).

I think, the ~MC MF~ method is one great step forward to standardize complementary medicine to support healing.
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